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ABSTRACT 

Close-up (CU) is a photographic technique which tightly 
frames a person or an object. In movies, it is applied to 
guide audience attention and to evoke audience emotion. In 
this paper, we detect face CU, object CU, and lean of 
movies, which are widely used to romance emotions. A lean 
consists of shots in a sequence, with a close-up shot as focus. 
A set of features are extracted by considering movie making 
techniques and human attention for CU detection. The 
features are average saliency, color entropy, color variance, 
face height, skin area, and texture scales. These features are 
tested through statistical hypothesis test to be significantly 
discriminating for CUs. Then, Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) is applied on these features to detect face CU and 
object CU. Based on the face CU and object CU detection 
result, lean is further detected by investigating the changing 
of the face/object size. Lean detection is of challenge due to 
the technique of montage. We solve this problem through 
color similarity estimation and SIFT point matching. 
Experimental results on four full length movies verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Audience attention analysis and emotion detection are two 
hot research topics in recent years and are applied to video 
summarization [1], affective video content representation 
[2], and so on. Audience attention and emotion are 
influenced by many factors, such as the low level features 
and the semantic content. Furthermore, according to the 
study in [3], camera shot, especially Close-up (CU), has the 
extreme power to attract audience attention and to evoke 
audience emotion. In this paper, we propose a method to 
detect the close-ups in movies. 

There are already several CU detection and application 
instances for sports videos. For example, close-up is 
observed to be a dominant shot type of sports videos and is 
detected by using domain knowledge in [4]. CUs usually 
overlap with videos highlights which contain intensive 

emotions. Therefore, CUs are detected for sports video 
event detection [5] and emotion labeling [6]. Compared with 
sports video, movie CU detection is a challenging task due 
to three reasons. 1) For sports videos, the playfield provides 
important information for CU detection [4], [6]. 
Comparatively, Movies have various scenes, indoor and 
outdoor, rural and urban. The variety of the scenes increases 
the difficulty of CU detection. 2) A CU of sports video 
usually focuses on a player [4]. In movies, there are also 
many CUs focus on objects, increasing the difficulty of 
movie CU detection. 3) Movies involve more special 
filming techniques, which make CU detection more 
challenging. 

In this paper, we propose a CU detection method for 
movies. We propose a set of features by considering movie 
production rules and human attention. These features are 
proved to be discriminating for CU detection by applying 
statistical hypothesis test. Using these features, we employ 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) to detect face CUs and 
object CUs. Moreover, we also detect lean, which is the 
transition from/to other shot types to/from a CU, by 
analyzing the changing of the face/object size. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
the overview of the method is briefly presented. In section 3, 
we detail the proposed method, including feature extraction, 
face CU and object CU detection, and lean detection. We 
present the experimental results in section 4 and conclude 
this paper with future work in section 5. 

2. METHOD OVERVIEW 

We first present the types of close-up. Different 
classification principles lead to different sets of types. In this 
paper, we classify the close-up, according to the focused 
content, into face CU and object CU. In Fig. 1 (a), the 4th, 
6th, and the 8th shots are examples of face CUs, the 1st, 2nd 
and the 3rd ones are object CUs. 

Besides CUs, there are two major shot types, long shot 
and medium shot. The transition from other shot types to 
close-up is referred to as lean-in. The opposite transition is 
termed lean-out. Fig. 1 (d) shows two examples of lean-in. 
A lean is when a lean-in is followed by a lean-out. Lean-in 
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is usually applied to emphasize the face/object while lean-
out is applied to emphasize the overview of the scene. In 
this paper, we detect all the leans, including both lean-in and 
lean-out. 

The framework of the proposed close-up detection 
method is illustrated in Fig. 1. We first extract the features, 
including saliency, color entropy, color variance, human 
face, skin area, and Gabor texture, from the key frame of 
each shot. SVM is employed to train detectors for face CU 
and object CU separately. Finally, from the detected CUs, 
we further detect the leans by shot matching and object/face 
size changing analysis. The details of the method will be 
presented in the next section. 

3. CLOSE-UP DETECTION 

The movies are first segmented into shots and the key frame 
of each shot is extracted. CU detection is performed on the 
key frames. 

3.1. Feature Extraction 

Compared with medium shot and long shot, close-up has 
distinguishing visual characters, which are represented by 
the following features. 

Saliency: Since a CU emphasizes the face/object being 
captured and makes it attended by audiences, we introduce 
visual attention to CU detection. Visual attention is usually 
measured through saliency since it is proved that the 
interesting objects are visually salient [7]. In this paper, we 
adopt region as perceptive unit and calculate saliency by 
using the model of the receptive field. More details can be 
found in [8]. The average saliency of each shot is adopted 
for CU detection. 

Color entropy: A close-up shot shows the detail of the 
object but does not include the broader scene. So it is 
usually composed of relative a smaller number of colors 
than other shot types. The color complexity is measured 

through entropy which is computed through an 8 8 8
RGB color histogram. 

Color variance: To emphasize the foreground, a CU 
shot usually shows high contrast between the foreground 
and the background. Color standard variance is calculated to 
describe the contrast. 

Face height: Human face occupies a dominant role in 
face CUs. The movies are usually of wide screens of 
different aspect ratios. Therefore we adopt face height, 
instead of face area, for CU detection. We use a cascade 
detector with Haar-like features to detect the faces in each 
shot [9]. The height of the largest face is used. 

Skin area: In movies, various filming angles might lead 
to the decreasing of accuracy of face detection. To 
complement with face detection, we detect human skin, by 
using the method of [10]. The percentage of the human skin 
pixel is calculated for CU detection. 

Texture: Various focal lengths bring different scales of 
texture. The CUs usually have finer texture than medium 
shots and long shots, especially in urban or indoor scenes. 
For instance, as shown in Fig. 1 (a), the long shot (the 9th

shot) is of coarser texture than others. We therefore utilize 
texture scales for close-up detection. A set of Gabor filters 
of 6 scales and 4 orientations are employed to describe the 
texture [11]. For the task of texture scale description, the 
orientation is of little importance and so is omitted. For each 
scale, the magnitudes of the four orientations are averaged. 
The texture is represented by the mean and standard 
variance. 

3.2. Face CU and Object CU Detection 

After feature extraction, for each shot, we obtain a feature 
vector of 17 dimensions (1 saliency, 1 color entropy, 1 color 
standard variance, 1 face height, 1 skin area, and 12 Gabor 
texture). SVM [12] is employed to train a face CU detector 
and an object CU detector. The radial basis function is 

 
Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed close-up detection method. 
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chosen as kernel function and one-against-others method is 
employed. 

3.3. Lean Detection 

For each detected close-up, either a face CU or an object CU, 
we further analyze if it is a lean by investigating the 
changing of the face/object size. Lean is generated through 
the film editing technique of montage, which strings a series 
of short shots of different time, place, view angle, or type. 
When montage is producing a fantastic effect for the movies, 
it brings us two challenges for lean detection. The first one 
is that a lean may be interlaced with other shots, as shown in 
Fig. 2 (a), so it is necessary to find the shot corresponding to 
the current CU first. The other one is that the different 
shooting scales (Fig. 2 (a)) and shooting angles (Fig. 2 (b)) 
increase the difficulty of face/object matching. We solve 
these two problems through color similarity estimation and 
SIFT point matching. 

For the first challenge, we search for the corresponding 
shot in the neighbor ones, covering 20 backward ones and 
20 forward ones. Noticing that the corresponding shot 
should be visually similar and contain the same face/object 
with the current CU, we calculate the matching degree 
between two shots through color similarity and SIFT point 
matching rate. The color similarity S  is calculated as the 
intersection of normalized color histograms. To compute the 
SIFT point matching rate, we extract the SIFT points of the 
current CU and match them with the candidates [13]. Let 

CUN  be the number of the SIFT points of the CU and mtchN  
is the number of the ones matched with a candidate shot. 
The higher the ratio mtch CUN N  is, the more probable that 
the candidate shot is the corresponding shot. 

For the second challenge, we analyze the face/object 
size through the matched SIFT points. It should be noted 
that there may exist mismatched points, therefore instead of 
finding the minimum rectangle covering all the points, we 
estimate the expected size of the rectangle. Let 

,n n n
CU CU CUpt x y , 1, 2,..., mtchn N  be the matched SIFT 

points of the CU, then the width and the height of the 
rectangle are estimated as: 
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Its area is calculated as CU CU CUA w h . The area of the 
object in the corresponding shot  mtchA  is estimated with the 
same method. If mtchA  is smaller than CUA , there may exist a 
lean. 

For each CU shot, we have generated a feature vector of 
3 dimensions, containing color similarity, SIFT point 
matching rate, and area ratio. SVM is applied on these 
features to detect the leans. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Dataset and ground truth: The dataset consists of four 
movies. The movies are first segmented into shots and then 
manually labeled as face CU, object CU or lean. It should be 
pointed out that the borderline between close-up and 
medium shot is not definite. In our work, we adopt the 
principle of [14], which differentiates close-up and medium 
shot by human chest. There are 622 face CUs, 221 object 
CUs, and 127 leans among the 4476 shots. The details are 
shown in Table 1. 

4.1. Results of Face CU and Object CU Detection 

The rationalities of the proposed feature are tested through 
statistical hypothesis test. T-test is chosen for this task. A t-
test value smaller than 0.05 implies that the distribution of 
the positive samples is significantly different with that of the 
negative ones. In other words, the feature is discriminating. 
We first perform t-test on the four movies separately. As 
shown in Table 2, most of the t-test values are smaller than 
0.05. The result reveals the discriminability of the features. 
Then we further perform t-test on all the samples. From the 
result, as shown in the last row of Table 2, we can conclude 
that the features are movie invariant. 

The proposed CU detection method is evaluated through 
five-fold cross validation. The performance is measured 
through Average Precision (AP), which is the area below a 
precision-recall curve and is widely adopted to evaluate the 
performance of a detection or retrieval problem [15]. The 

 
Fig. 2. Examples of lean. 

Table 1. The detail of the test data. 

Title Face 
CU 

Object 
CU Lean Shot 

number 
Cast away 62 70 16 912 
Stuart Little 28 64 23 859 
The Sixth Sense 117 35 26 652 
Titanic 415 52 62 2053 
Total 622 221 127 4476 
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APs for face CU detection and object CU detection are 0.65 
and 0.57, respectively. It should be noted that the ratio of the 
positive samples heavily affects the degree of difficulty of 
detection. The smaller the ratio is, the more difficult the task 
is. In our dataset, the face CUs occupy a ratio of 13.90%. 
The ratio of the object CUs is 4.94%. Considering the low 
ratio of the samples, we can conclude that the proposed CU 
detection method is effective. 

4.2. Performance of Lean Detection 

The performance of lean detection is tested on the labeled 
CU shots, of which the leans occupy a ratio of 15.07%. It is 
also tested through five-fold cross validation. The proposed 
method obtains an AP of 0.99. This result verifies the 
effectiveness of the method. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, movie close-up is successfully detected. The 
proposed features, covering visual attention, color contrast, 
human face height, skin area, and texture, are proved to be 
effective for CU detection. Moreover, lean is also 
effectively detected. Color similarity and SIFT point 
matching are employed to solve the problems brought by 
montage. The motivation of CU detection is that CU plays 
an important role in guiding audience attention and evoking 
audience emotion. In the future, we will further apply close-
up in video content analysis. 
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Table. 2. The t-test result of the features. 

 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.38 0.16 0.90 0.90 0.55 0.15 0.06 0.00 0.00 

2 0.05 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.00 0.04 0.27 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 

All 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 
Column A: average saliency; B: color entropy; C: color variance; D: face height; E: skin area; F-G: Gabor texture 1-12. 
Row 1: cast away; 2: Stuart little; 3: The sixth sense; 4: Titanic; All: the result on all the samples. 
The value 0.00 means that the t-test result is smaller than 0.01. 
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